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BUILDING
ADVANTAGE
CBRE POWERS THE REAL
E S TAT E T H AT P O W E R S
BUSINESS
CBRE Supply Chain Advisory helps clients solve
complex business problems and build distinct
advantage through supply chain transformations.
We focus on determining the most effective supply
chain strategy, supported by a relevant network
and infrastructure footprint that meets current and
future operational needs. We deliver exceptional,
tailored outcomes built on clients’ specific
business priorities, strategies and supporting data.

SOLVING COMPLE X
BUSINESS PROBLEMS
AND BUILDING DISTINCT
ADVANTAGE THROUGH
SUPPLY CHAIN
TR ANSFOR M ATIONS

LEADING
PERSPECTIVES

GLOBAL
SCALE

POWERFUL
CONNECTIONS

Supply chain and real estate decisions are
interwoven, and strategically balancing the two can
deliver an optimal network capable of supporting
the growth strategies needed for companies to
reach their full potential. The global CBRE Supply
Chain Advisory team is able to leverage worldwide
best practices alongside unrivaled local market
knowledge. We partner with you throughout the
process to ensure an ideal solution tailored to your
business objectives.

CBRE offers the world’s largest Industrial &
Logistics platform. With over 1,300 professionals
across 527 offices and 60 countries, we provide
excellent outcomes for clients by combining local
market insight, broad services, detailed expertise
and premier technology tools and resources.

As the global leader in the Industrial & Logistics
market, we currently work with 88 Fortune 100
clients. Our regional and global connectivity
provides us with direct access to a wide range
of professionals, including experts and industry
specialists in areas such as E-Commerce, Port
Logistics and Automated Infrastructure, allowing us
to provide custom supply chain solutions for
our clients.

SERVICES
Supply Chain Strategy – Using services uniquely packaged
to meet your needs, we evaluate the potential impact of supply
chain levers on your company’s ability to meet its business
objectives. We look to integrate your internal areas of expertise
to deliver fully aligned practical strategies.
Network Design – Using an iterative, data-driven process
we evaluate the number, location, size and role of facilities in
your supply chain network and compare the difference in cost
and service between the current baseline network and various
proposed scenarios. Our collaborative approach ensures a
balanced outcome aligned to your business needs.
Outsourcing & 3PL Selection – We evaluate your supply
chain processes to define requirements and establish the
baseline for logistics costs and service levels while identifying
challenges and areas of improvement. We also author and
manage RFPs for roles within your supply chain to support
business goals and facilitate the selection process and
transition planning to ramp-up 3PL operations.
Business Case Development – Whether leading or
supporting the development of the financial justification
and roadmap, our team serves as the conduit between your
business problems and industrial real estate decisions. We help
ensure your supply chain executive team and approach are
aligned with your overall business imperatives.
Operations Assessment – To identify improvement
opportunities across people, process and technology, we
evaluate your supply chain’s performance in warehouse
operations, transportation, distribution, inventory and order
management. The outcome enables you to maximize use of
your current network and infrastructure.
Facility Concept Design – We develop facility design
requirements that meet your needs in terms of operations,
processes, product flow, productivity and cost management,
incorporating technology solutions suitable for your business.
Concept designs enable network assessments, and more
detailed designs enable build-to-suit delivery.

SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGY
•

OUTSOURCING & 3PL SELECTION

Using your specific business objectives and data, design the best supply chain operating model,
balanced across the priorities for the business.

•

Core functions to remain in-house

•

Functions to consider outsourcing to 3PL

•

Determine what roles are needed in the supply chain and who should execute each role aimed at
expanding expertise in key areas while decreasing total cost.

•

Detail business requirements

•

Identify innovation and technology solutions that move the business forward in a notable way

•

Short list of potential providers based on requirements

•

Decision criteria, weighting & scoring methodology

•

RFP document

•

Side-by-side response comparisons

•

Decision and contract negotiation

Key Questions We Answer
•

Is my current operating model the most efficient for my business today and tomorrow?

•

How do I integrate a recent acquisition and its infrastructure?

•

What alternative operating models could release costs and add value to my business?

•

What technology should I consider for my business, and what value can it deliver?

•

Which functions should I directly execute and which should be outsourced?

NETWORK DESIGN
•

Evaluate the size and role of the industrial facilities in your supply chain network.

•

Compare cost and service delivery elements across the baseline and identify network options.

•

Review network options and their impacts to deliver a tailored outcome that supports the critical
business drivers.

Key Questions We Answer
•

Is my current network able to support my business based on our growth forecasts?

•

At what point does it make sense to add an additional warehouse to my network?

•

Is the current distribution network the most efficient for my business?

•

Are there benefits in moving from a central, single-facility model to a regional distribution model with
multiple facilities?

•

Where should my facilities be located to reduce my costs and boost my service delivery levels?

Key Questions We Answer
•

What are the functions that should remain in-house versus outsourcing?

•

What are my specific business requirements and service levels?

•

What do I spend each year doing these in-house?

•

Based on my current and future transaction volume, what will it cost to continue doing this in-house?

•

What is the estimated cost range of using a 3PL to do this service?

•

What are the less tangible / qualitative costs, both one-time setup and on-going?

•

What is the business case associated with moving to a 3PL model?

BUSINESS CASE DEVELOPMENT
•

Support executive board approvals for supply chain transformations with financial analysis

•

Incorporate your business-critical elements to create a holistic and complete view of the transformation
being proposed

Key Questions We Answer
•

What return will the business achieve by undertaking this change?

•

How long will it take to show a return on this investment?

•

What is the cost of future-proofing the business?

•

What benefits will this drive into the business?

•

How do the options being considered compare financially?

•

What stages in investment and transformation can be considered?

FACILITY CONCEPT DESIGN
•

Analysis of inventory and order profiles

•

Applied growth forecast

•

Concepts applied in terms of process, systems, automation and personnel options

•

Facility sizing by functional area, clear height, dock doors and head count

•

Block diagram layout

•

Description of operations

•

Benefit / investment summary and ROI model

Key Questions We Answer
•

How should my facility be laid out to support order processing cycle times?

•

What material handling concepts should we consider for our facility?

•

Should my facility be more manual or automated and what is the business case?

•

What job functions and how many resources are needed to run the building?

OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT
•
•

Establish the baseline for current operations and benchmark to best-in-class operations
Identify and quatify areas of improvement covering:
oo Warehouse operations
oo Labor planning and practices
oo Operational practices
oo Product handling procedures
oo Material handling equipment (MHE)
oo Warehouse fitout and automation solutions

Key Questions We Answer
•

How can my warehouse operations change to improve my efficiency?

•

What operational process improvements should I adopt to increase my productivity and service delivery levels?

•

How can automation and MHE be adopted in my warehouse to increase my throughput?

•

What improvements in labor management can be identified?

•

At what point does automation make sense for my business, and what value would it deliver?

CBRE SUPPORTING SERVICES
CBRE provides true end-to-end Industrial & Logistics services. We support our clients throughout the supply
chain transformation with value add services, including:
•

Industrial Project Management

•

Property Sourcing and Acquisition

•

Retail Location Analysis

•

Industrial Portfolio Reviews

•

Labor Analytics

•

Location Incentives
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